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Abstract. This paper main focus is to present the state of the

art of distributed ledger technologies (DLT) applications in 

distributed control of microgrids. It will firstly explore the state 

of the art of DLT to enable new markets. Then the synergies 

between those DLT enabled markets and operation processes of 

microgrids.  

This enables end customers to participate in new local micro-

energy-markets by providing them with a distributed, 

decentralized, transparent and secure Peer to Peer (P2P) payment 

system. Secondly, this solution has been integrated with an 

autonomous (agent-based) grid management. The integrated 

solution of both marked platform as well as agent based control 

has been implemented and tested in a real microgrid with 

different distributed components such as PV System, CHP and 

different kinds of controllable loads. This microgrid is located in 

the distributed energy resources laboratory at the University of 

Reutlingen. Thirdly, the resulting solution is being implemented 

as an easy to customize market solution by AC2SG Software Oy, 

a Finland based software company, developing solutions for the 

Indian market. In a next phase, the solution is going to be tested

in real environment in off-grids systems in India. 
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1. Introduction 

The current direction of the energy economy is marked by 

the three ds (decentralization, decarbonisation and 

digitalisation). The decentralisation of the energy 

production has enabled a rising number of new actors, 

such as small producers to enter the energy system. To 

enable those new actors to perform their business in the 

energy economy, traditionally marked by a tight 

straitjacket of processes and fixed relationships along a 

strong integrated value chain, is being very difficult and 

requires changes in the current framework, such as 

markets able to provide incentive to those actors or new 

ancillary services to grid operators. The decarbonisation 

has been a constant in the recent evolution of the energy 

system, from large integration of renewables in the 

energy mix to the recent discussions in Germany about a 

possible coal phase out before 2038. The last d is the 

digitalisation. The digitalisation has provided new 

solutions which are breaking down the traditional process 

boundaries and leveraging more dynamic relationships 

between the different players along the value chain. An 

example can be found in the smart metering rollout, by 

providing more dynamic information for grid or market 

processes. Furthermore, a bidirectional communication 

through the smart metering gateway could enable new 

business models especially by the end customers. 

Parallel to this evolution of the energy system, the 

European Commission has proposed in its Clean Energy 

Package1 a new role for the end customer. Basically, the 

end costumer changes from a passive player in the energy 

economy to assuming a key role. This new value of the 

end customer is based on their generation capability as 

well as its flexibility potential, for example when 

electromobility comes into play. In order to facilitate that, 

the energy economy has to support small-scale 

interactions, for example thought aggregators or using 

peer to peer technologies. 

 

In this changing panorama, DLT (i.e. Blockchain) offers 

an interesting solution by making very small transactions 

economically viable, enabling direct trading between 

market players or even providing the means to “share 

investments”, by for example supporting crowdfunding 

platforms. Basically, Blockchain remove the necessity of 

an intermediary to validate a transaction. The technology 

behind is currently based on a proof-of-work (PoW) 

concept [3]. This requires a high amount of processing 

power, and therefore is not able to compute many 

Transactions per Second (TpS). Every computing data 

processor (miner) is competing with each other and 

trying to proof that its solution is the best. The PoW 

concept is the most decentralized and is sufficient for 

1 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-

and-energy-union/clean-energy-all-europeans 
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1. Introduction

The current direction of the energy economy is marked by

the three ds (decentralization, decarbonisation and digitali-

sation). The decentralisation of the energy production has

enabled a rising number of new actors, such as small pro-

ducers to enter the energy system. To enable those new ac-

tors to perform their business in the energy economy, tradi-

tionally marked by a tight straitjacket of processes and fixed

relationships along a strong integrated value chain, is be-

ing very difficult and requires changes in the current frame-

work, such as markets able to provide incentive to those ac-

tors or new ancillary services to grid operators. The decar-

bonisation has been a constant in the recent evolution of the

energy system, from large integration of renewables in the

energy mix to the recent discussions in Germany about a

possible coal phase out before 2038. The last d is the dig-

italisation. The digitalisation has provided new solutions

which are breaking down the traditional process boundaries

and leveraging more dynamic relationships between the dif-

ferent players along the value chain. An example can be

found in the smart metering rollout, by providing more dy-

namic information for grid or market processes. Further-

more, a bidirectional communication through the smart me-

tering gateway could enable new businessmodels especially

by the end customers.

Parallel to this evolution of the energy system, the European

Commission has proposed in its Clean Energy Package1 a

new role for the end customer. Basically, the end costumer

changes from a passive player in the energy economy to as-

suming a key role. This new value of the end customer is

based on their generation capability as well as its flexibil-

ity potential, for example when electromobility comes into

play. In order to facilitate that, the energy economy has to

support small-scale interactions, for example thought aggre-

gators or using peer to peer technologies.

In this changing panorama, DLT (i.e. Blockchain) offers an

interesting solution by making very small transactions eco-

nomically viable, enabling direct trading between market

players or even providing the means to “share investments”,

by for example supporting crowdfunding platforms. Basi-

cally, Blockchain remove the necessity of an intermediary

to validate a transaction. The technology behind is cur-

rently based on a proof-of-work (PoW) concept [1]. This

requires a high amount of processing power, and therefore

is not able to compute many Transactions per Second (TpS).

Every computing data processor (miner) is competing with

each other and trying to proof that its solution is the best.

The PoW concept is the most decentralized and is suffi-

cient for time-uncritical transactions. An up to 10 times

faster alternative is the proof-of-stake (PoS) concept. In

the PoS, the creator of the next block is chosen via vari-

ous combinations of random selection and wealth or age

1https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-

union/clean-energy-all-europeans



(i.e. the stake). The last concept, proof-of-authority, can

only be done centralized and in a private environment. A

move fromPoW to PoS is being observed as blockchain sys-

tems increase in complexity and speed needs, for example

in the Ethereum Blockchain2 , presented in Reference [2].

Every one of those concepts provide advantages and disad-

vantages depending on its application to the energy sector.

Therefore, the choice of the Blockchain concept for the en-

ergy economy is depending on its application. Furthermore,

there are obvious advantages in all those concepts compared

to centralized systems including IT-Security, transparency

and cost-efficiency. An alternative to the use of blockchain

based DLTs is the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) technol-

ogy, such asTangle. A comparison between both blockchain

and blockchain-less technologies can be found on Refer-

ence [3]. The potential of Tangle is the lower use of sys-

tem resources to find a consensus [4]. The Tangle ledger

is claimed to be able to settle transactions with zero fees so

devices can trade exact amounts of resources on-demand,

as well as store data from sensors and dataloggers securely

and verified on the ledger. Although there is very limited

experience at the moment with Tangle in the energy econ-

omy.

Even while Blockchain is seen as an enabling technology

for decentralisation and digitalisation, current blockchain

based concepts are still far from significantly penetrate the

market. Reference [5] claims that provided all the technical

issues related for example to speed of the transactions or IT-

security are resolved, the problem remains on profitability

of the business case, on the acceptance of the population and

on the regulatory aspects. In this last, the use of Blockchain

is challenging the current general contract law, the energy

law and the data privacy protection.

A. DLT in the energy economy: The German case

During the last years, the use of distributed ledger technolo-

gies (DLT) has been a source of unsteadiness in the German

energy sector. One of the first attempts to bring some light

into the topic was the “Blockchain in the Energy Transition”

DENA3 Study, published in 2016 [6]. It discussed the ap-

plicability and interest of this technology by means of sur-

veys and interviews with key actors of the energy economy

in Germany. After that, many other studies, for example

[7], followed with different perspectives and more or less

positive results in its assessment of the implications of this

technology for the German energy economy. Recently, the

BDEW4 presented also an analysis of case studies and ap-

plicability of mainly Blockchain based DLTs in the energy

sector [5]. This study provided also amapping of current ac-

tivities and application fields of Blockchain in Europe, US

and the rest of the world. After that, the main focus of the

German energy economy has been to identify which are the

main use cases and which are the pros and cos, regarding

to their technical implementation, business and regulatory

framework. Those topics has been addressed most recently

2More information about Ethereum blockchain under

https://www.ethereum.org/
3DENA (Deutsche Energie Agentur) is the German Energy Agency
4BDEW (Bundesverbands der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft) is the

German Federal Association of Energy and Water Management.

in the last DENA Study [8] published in January this year.

This study identified the 11 main use cases for the energy

sector in Germany and addressed its implementation, busi-

ness and regulation.

The perception of DLTs in the energy economy has evolved

since 2016 to nowadays, from seeing Blockchain as a hype

with no clear applicability to seeing Blockchain and in gen-

eral DLTs as an “in some application cases” already mature

technology, offering clear advantages in automation of pro-

cesses.

B. Multi-Agent based control

The majority of current hybrid systems (in microgrid con-

figuration) have a central unit in charge of the management

of the different components. This fact challenges the tol-

erance to faults as well as the scalability of the system.

Adding a new component to the system implies an update

to the management, which can be difficult when large mi-

crogrids with different players and different business inter-

ests are involved. Therefore, this paper will take another

approach and decentralise the management in a new multi-

agent based distributed system architecture. The use of

multi-agent control has been a matter of discursion in the

energy sector during the last decade, for example Refer-

ence [9] discussed agent-based computing and its relevance

for control of power systems or Reference [10] proposes a

multi-agent based distributed control architecture for energy

management based on non-cooperative game theory.

C. Transactional control

The transactional or transactive control is a new term coined

to represent the coupling of accounting technologies with

control strategies in power grids. As elaborated in Refer-

ence [11]: “smart in-home devices, if integrated with the

capability to transact energy with one another and with the

electric grid, can offer a disruptive solution to managing

energy supply and demand”. Such transactive energy net-

works could turn homes from passive energy consumers

into intelligent, active energy storage and service providers

for the future grid. The transactive grid word was linked to

the blockchain world in 2016, when the first P2P transac-

tion occurred among neighbours in a microgrid who didn’t

have solar systems and those who produced excess solar

electricity. This was the first application of blockchain for

management and control purposes of a microgrid and it was

successfully tested in Brooklyn, see the details on Reference

[12].

2. The concept

Agent-based control systems have been around some time

and are of special interest when controlling complex sys-

tems, specially if robustness and reliability plays a signif-

icant role. Saghaleini et al. were able to demonstrate that

an agent-based control of power systems (shipboard power

system) has an increased reliability [13].

An agent-based control relies on automated brokers for ne-

gotiating a certain good on a defined interval. In power sys-



tems the goods are all relevant electrical characteristics such

as:

• Active power P

• Reactive power Q

• Energy E

• Node Voltage Vn

A. Component definition

For the purpose of this paper, only active power and En-

ergy will be considered and thus reactive power and voltage

control is done using traditionalQ(V ) characteristic control
methods.

Furthermore, the power system is considered to have three

types of agents:

• Dispatchable energy sources (Battery, CHPs, etc.)

• Throttable energy sources (PV, Wind)

• Uncontrolled loads

We can then define two control structures (since loads are

uncontrollable, they will have an agent but no control loop).

Dispatchable energy sources

These generation systems are in charge of providing the ac-

tive power balancing services required on power systems.

This is done by means of a frequency regulation system

with an overlaid power setpoint pref as typically used in

isochronous systems (like e.g. in [14]). Figure 1 shows the

used configuration.

pref

pmeas

Kp +
1
sKi

ωmeas

Kp Pthrottle

−

ωref

−

Fig. 1: Control diagram of dispatchable sources

where pmeas is the actual measured active power of the gen-
erator,ωref is the reference angular velocity (droop’s idle fre-

quency), ωmeas is the measured angular velocity and Pthrottle

is the throttle position in terms of delivered power5.

Dispatchable energy sources may have a secondary con-

troller, in charge of maintaining nominal grid frequency.

This is implemented in the used model as explained in sec-

tion 4.

Renewable energy sources

Renewable energy sources are known for their fluctuating

nature [14] and their non-dispatchable characteristics. Nev-

ertheless, it is of crucial importance that these sources also

respond to grid eventualities and help stabilize the system.

For this, new grid connected inverters must comply to sev-

eral grid-friendly functionalities such as the German VDE-

AR-N-4105 [15].

5This term is inherited from traditional diesel generator sets and denotes

the of the modulation amplitude/duty cycle on most other systems.

For this study, the frequency response is the most important

factor. From the control point of view, the active power is

limited to a maximum level, which depends on a control

limitation signal and the grid frequency. Ideally, the grid

characteristic is the same as for dispatchable generators but

cannot be higher, than the maximum available power pav.
Figure 2 shows the equivalent control structure.

pref

pmeas

Kp +
1
sKi

ωmeas

Kp Pthrottle

pav

−

ωref

−

Fig. 2: Control diagram of renewable sources

Note that in this case the reference power is limited by the

maximum available power, while any changes in frequency

will directly affect the current power output as long as the

renewable source has enough power.

B. Boundary conditions

This work assumes the system is a microgid capable of be-

ing self-sufficient. And thus the worst case scenario is con-

sidered: When the microgid operates in islanded mode.

3. Agent definition

Based on the previous section, the agent is responsible for

defining the reference power setpoint pref in response to var-
ious data sources. The following approach uses a smart-

contract enabled blockchain to transmit and distribute the

information amongst all participants, enabling a transparent

and flexible data exchange, which solves some of the cyber-

attack problems outlined by [16]. Table 1 shows the signals

needed and provided by the different node types.

Table 1: Agent signals used per participant

Participant Inputs Outputs State variables

Loads (m) – Pload,

E15min

–

CHP

DG

Storage (n)

∑
Pload,∑
Pgen

Pgen, Pmin,

Pmax

ωmeas

PV

Wind (r)

∑
Pload,∑
Pgen

Pgen, Pav ωmeas

Since the main goal of the system is to have a complete ac-

tive power balance, the following condition must be met by

the end of any agent/broker transaction set:

n∑
i=1

Pgen,i +

r∑
i=1

Pgen,i −
m∑
j=1

Pload,j = 0

In order to comply to this constraint, an agent is to

1. Increase/decrease its power output in case of dispatch-

able sources



2. Limit its power production in case of renewable energy

sources

To develop a strategy to identify which generator has pri-

ority over which has been investigated in large research

projects. Since this work focuses on the use of blockchain,

a simple approach is assumed: Collaborative load sharing.

The power setpoint can be calculated if all generated power

is known in terms of the generator’s nominal power with

priority to renewable energy unless the minimum running

power of the generators is reached. The setpoint calculation

for a dispatchable generator i can be written as:

Pref,i = Pmin,i+

 m∑
j=1

Pload,j −
n∑

j=1

Pmin,j

 · Pmax,i∑n
j=1 Pmax,j

And for renewable generators:

Pmax,i =

 m∑
j=1

Pload,j −
n∑

j=1

Pmin,j

 Pmax,i∑r
j=1 Pmax,j

As seen in both equations, the sum of all generators and

load characteristics must be known in order to implement an

agent which, can handle on its own. This becomes then the

great advantage of a distributed ledger technology such as

blockchain. In this work, the data is set in an ethereum smart

contact, whose state may then be read by all participants.

Figure 3 shows the sequence diagram of the proposed solu-

tion. It is important to note that the smart contract should be

in charge of authenticating the participants in order to min-

imize the risk of having an attack disturbance as stated by

[16].

A. Resilence of control structure

One of the largest concerns when dealing with cyber-

physical systems is the resilence against sensor failure

and/or external attacks. In such a distributed concept the

DG i RG i Load i SC

Pgen, Pmin, Pmax

Pgen, Pmin, Pmax

Pload

∑
Pgen,

∑
Pload,

∑
Pmin,

∑
Pmax∑

Pgen,
∑

Pload,
∑

Pmin,
∑

Pmax

Fig. 3: Sequence diagram of the proposed solution
(DG=Dispatchable gen., RG=Renewable gen., SC=Smart contract)

largest risk lies in an attacker, gaining access to the contract

and feeding incoherent information.

This can be solved by using a similar approach as proposed

by Laszczyk et al. [17], which relies on an auction-like

method for selecting the best information available. Since

all generators and loads have internal measurement means

and a meter, the system has more than enough sensors to

select from. Through this mechanism, defective or forged

measurements can easily be screened.

4. Results

The proposed methodology has been implemented in a

Matlab© Simulink©6 model. The model consists in two dis-

patchable generators together with one load which suddenly

increases. Figure 4 shows the main structure.

Pnom,	load,1	=	1000	kW

Pnom,	gen,2	=	2000	kW

System	inertia	of	connected	generators

Step	from	800kW	to	1000kW

Pnom,	gen,1	=	1000	kW

Mechanical	
characteristic	DG1

1
s 0.1

Pmeas

p_ref

omega_meas

P_throttle

DGController1

50

-K-

Pgen1

Pgen1

Omega_m

Omega_m

Omega_m

Mechanical	
characteristic	DG2

Pmeas

p_ref

omega_meas

P_throttle

DGController2

Pgen2

Omega_m Pgen2

Pload

p_ref

Agent	DG1

p_ref

Agent	DG2

omega_meas

Fig. 4: Simulink model for proof of concept (minimum

working example)

It is important to note that the control output pthrottle must be
connected to an actual system. In our case, this is emulated

by a simple PT1-characteristic with the usual time constant

for rotational generators in the MW-range.

The effect of the communication latency of writing and re-

trieving values to the blockchain has been emulated by a

transport delay with different values. Figure 5 shows these

responses.

It can be seen that the latency on the blockchain process

clearly affects the performance of the controller, however,

since the process is only used to assure a load sharing be-

tween the devices, the overall system stability is maintained.

Since the load sharing mechanism is an inherent part of the

device controller (see Section 2, part A) through the droop

control loop, the agent has the only task of rearranging the

power flows to a given objective (in this case equitative load

sharing).

The response of the load sharing mechanism to a load step

with a latency time of 200ms is depicted in Figure 6. Ac-

cording to the rule of equitative load sharing, DG2 should

6Matlab and Simulink are registered trademarks of the Mathworks Inc.



Fig. 5: Reaction of proposed control loop against different latency times for the blockchain smart contract process

take 2/3 of the total load, while the smaller DG1 should de-

liver only 1/3 of the load.

It can be observed that before the load step is present

(t=11 s), the rule is perfectly observed (Load: 800 kW,DG1:

266.7 kW, DG2: 533.3 kW). Once the step is performed, the

gensets will share load according to their droop characteris-

tic, leaving DG1 delivering around 36% of the load instead

of the expected 33%. Once the agent gets the new data,

both controllers try to reestablish the 50Hz and provide a

fast power peak. After the frequency is reestablished, the

power share between the generators is as expected.

This behavior shows the resilence to latency times and even

potential cyber attacks. Since the stability of the system can

be guaranteed over a local control, even wrong or forged in-

formation will only affect the load sharing between devices

to some extent but will not immediately collapse the system.

The same applies for sporadic communication loss.

5. Issues to be further analyzed

Although it can be shown that the agent-based control of a

microgrid can be resilient against faults and attacks, there

are several other aspects to be analyzed. Some of them are:

Fig. 6: Load sharing response to a load step

1. Device (generator, load) log-in to a certain micro-

grid/smart contract.

2. Development of more advanced load sharing methods

like for example using price signals and states.

3. Demand side management through agents

6. Conclusions

This work has shown that an agent-based control of micro-

grids using Blockchain as communication layer is feasible.

The concept yields a stable state even when the agent re-

ceives slow or even incorrect data and thus is resilent against

cyber-attacks.

The use of blockchain can also be of advantage since value

exchange is possible between devices, making use cases

such as autonomous e-vehicle charging or pey-per-service

possible. This also allows delivering true machine-to-

machine infrastuctures and concepts.

This research field is however quite new and several further

investigations are necessary to guarantee a stable state on

the complete operation envelope. The research group DLT-

Lab of Reutlingen University works toward this goal.

A. Further advantages of this approach

Since the power produced (and potentially the energy con-

sumed/produced) is saved as a state variable of the smart

contract it can also be used to trigger automatic payments for

energy, thus allowing for quick and seamless value transfers

between the different participants.

This derives in the potential of simplifying the accounting

tasks and even allowing a machine-to-machine value trans-

fer, which is an essential block of the new Industry 4.0 con-

cept.
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